
Neptune®

FUNCTIONS

FREEZE & BLUE LED WITH
INFRA RED LIGHT
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Neptune is a high-performance skincare, and anti-aging device to treat acne, sun spots caused
pigmentation. Also cleans the skin, and kills the bacteria from the deepest layers of the skin.
Replace your creams, cleansers, and serums with one device.
How does it work?
Creams contain vitamins, oils, and active ingredients to treat a verity of issues. For them
to work, it needs to penetrate the deepest layers of your skin, which in reality, work only
on the 1-3 first layers. This means your skin will get dryer and will continue aging every
year regardless of how much cream and serums you use. Ever wondered why you can’t see
much difference on your skin?!
Neptune works with the most advanced NIR technology for cell production and cell
renewal. NASA Light technology.
Light can penetrate all skin layers and providing the nutrition and vitamins your cells
need to renew themselves. Using the 465nm wavelength and topical cooling, we can
reach and clean the top layers of your skin. 

COLOR
LED POINTS
DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT
INPUT POWER
OUTPUT POWER
AUTOMATIC TIMER
AREAS OF USAGE
FULL BOX SIZE
FULL BOX WEIGHT
 
 
 

SPECS

BLACK

24 LEDS

19*6.3*6.3CM/7.48*2.48*2.48IN

265 G, 0.58 IBS

10V, 1A

7.4V 900MAH

8 MINUTES

FACE & NEECK

15.2*11.5*26CM/5.98*4.5*10 IN

1026 G, 2.26 IBS

 

 

 

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIES

COOL(10℃±2℃ )
+BLUE LIGHT(465NM)

+INFRARED LIGHT(850NM)

TREATS

- NIR TECHNOLOGY - LED THERAPY -

CLEANSING TONING PIGMENTATION ACNE SUN SPOTS



NUMBERS
93.1%
 of patients see results within the first 2 weeks of
using the device. 

$2,987.12
 he average patient saves $2,987.12 per year on
facial products that clean the skin, treating
Sunspots, age spots, acne and scars.

100%
 of patients said the results they see when using
Neptune is much better than any cream or facial
routine they ever did.

This report was made in March 2019 and based on
521 Neptune users who have been using Neptune
regularly for over six months.

82.3%
 said they reached there goal after 3.5 months.
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How To Use
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1 For Acne
Treatment time: 16 Minutes. Lights used: Blue.
Directions: Make sure the treated area is clean and dry.Turn the device on.
Place the probe on the treated area and in slowly circular movement work
around the area. Make sure to use it on the entire area with out applying too
much pressure. The device will turn off automatically once the treatment is
done. Turn the device back on and repeat with the blue mode one more time
on the same area.
RECOMMENDED: Take 2 Deep cleaning gummy's and 2 deep cleansing
gummies daily. This will help to clear the skin from the inside, providing faster
and better results.

 2 For skin cleansing
Dose: 3 times a week. PM
Treatment time: 8 Minutes. Lights used: Blue.
Directions: At night, on clean and dry skin. Turn on Neptune and enter the Blue
mode. Place the probe on the face, starting from the lower cheeks working
around the entire face and neck. The device will turn off automatically once the
treatment is done. Finish with applying your night cream or serum.
RECOMMENDED: Take 2 Deep cleansing gummy's daily. This will help to clear
the skin from the inside, providing faster and better results.
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3 For dark spots
Dose: 5 times a week for 2 months. Then as needed for maintenance.
Treatment time: 16 Minutes.Lights used: Blue, Red.
Directions: Make sure the treated area is clean and dry. Turn the device on the
Blue mode.You may add serum or cream on the device probe for faster results
or as recommended by your specialist. Place the probe on the spots starting
with the bigger or darker area. In slowly movements make sure you go over the
entire area few times. The device will turn off automatically after 8 minutes.
Turn the device back on and repeat with the Red mode. Total time for
treatment is 16 minutes.
RECOMMENDED: Take 2 lifting gummy's and 2 deep cleansing gummy's daily.
This will help to clear the skin from the inside, providing faster and better
results. 

4 For UV spots (sun spots)
Dose: 4 times a week for 3 months. Then once to twice per week.
Treatment time: 8 Minutes.Lights used: Blue.
Directions: Make sure the treated area is clean and dry. Turn the device on the
Red mode.You may add serum or cream on the device probe for faster results or
as recommended by your specialist. Place the probe on areas where you have
sun spots and in slowly circular movements work around the area. Turn the
device back on the Red mode.
Repeat the red mode on the same area and the device will turn off
automatically once the treatment is done. Finish with applying a light
moisturizer or serum.
RECOMMENDED: Take 2 Deep cleansing gummies daily. This will help to clear
the skin from the inside, providing faster and better results.

 

TREAT YOUR
 SKIN

INSIDE OUT
THE ULTIMATE GUMMY-VITAMIN

COLLECTION


